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Abstract
The process of empirical autotuning results in the generation of many code variants which are tested, found to be
suboptimal, and discarded. By retaining annotated performance profiles of each variant tested over the course of many
autotuning runs of the same code across different hardware environments and different input datasets, we can apply
machine learning algorithms to generate classifiers for runtime selection of code variants from a library, generate spe-
cialized variants, and potentially speed the process of autotuning by starting the search from a point predicted to be close
to optimal. In this paper, we show how the TAU Performance System suite of tools can be applied to autotuning to enable
reuse of performance data generated through autotuning.
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1. Introduction

Scientific codes are often written by scientists who are

experts in their particular domain but for whom low-level

optimizations taking advantage of architectural features

of particular systems is not a priority, yet this is essential

for attaining good performance. Experts in computer archi-

tecture can help make these optimizations, but the process

is time-consuming and yields code which can be difficult to

read, difficult to debug, and tied to a particular system or

class of systems. The process is further complicated by

code with performance characteristics which additionally

depend upon properties of the input dataset. Hence, efforts

have been undertaken to automate the process of tuning

code through empirical autotuning, a process wherein

many optimizations are carried out and their effects

on performance measured in order to select the best

optimizations.

Autotuning has been employed with success in various

libraries, such as the linear algebra library ATLAS (Whaley

and Dongarra, 1998; Whaley et al., 2000) and the Fourier

transform library FFTW (Frigo et al., 2005) In both of these

cases, the autotuning system is specific to the domain and

self-contained. Just as it is non-ideal to burden application

developers with the task of carrying out low-level optimi-

zations, it is non-ideal to burden them with the design and

implementation of a library-specific autotuning system. For

this reason, general-purpose autotuning systems, such as

Active Harmony (Hollingsworth and Tiwari, 2010) and

Orio (Hartono et al., 2009) have been developed.

The output of an autotuning system is a set of optimiza-

tions, or a code variant, which was measured to yield the

highest performance. During the autotuning process, how-

ever, a large number of optimizations or variants are tested.

We propose that performance data for each variant tested

over the course of autotuning should be preserved, anno-

tated with provenance metadata specifying the execution

environment, input data, and optimizations applied. More-

over, by retaining the complete information, we can ana-

lyze the performance characteristics of the optimized

variants in order to generate understanding of the effects

of the various optimizations. By preserving such data in a

centralized database across multiple runs on multiple

machines and with multiple input data, we can analyze

how optimizations, machine, and input data characteristics

interact. Interoperability between tools used within the

autotuning framework, including performance analysis

tools, can be enabled by a well-defined data format acces-

sible through open application programming interfaces

(APIs).
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There are other benefits of capturing and managing rich

performance information generated during empirical auto-

tuning. By applying machine learning algorithms to such

data, we can generate classifiers which enable runtime-

adaptive code without requiring autotuning at runtime, and

we can potentially speed up the process of autotuning by

using learned classifiers to select good starting points for

search. In the former case, we may want to create a classi-

fier which, given past performance measures, properties of

the machine on which the code is currently executing, and

properties of the input data, selects a variant predicted to be

the best-performing from those in a library of variants

generated by earlier autotuning sessions. In the latter case,

given the same information, we may want to select a set of

parameters specifying a starting point in the search space of

potential variants. Here, we show how performance mea-

surement, autotuning, performance database and machine

learning tools can be integrated to attain these goals.

2. Related Work

Machine learning techniques have been used previously for

the prediction of beneficial optimizations. Monsifrot et al.

(2002) used decision tree learning to select optimal unroll

factors for loops extracted from the SPEC benchmarks.

Their approach was to perform static analysis of the code

to extract various descriptors of the code: number of state-

ments, number of operations, number of array accesses, etc.

For each loop, the space of possible unroll factors was

enumerated exhaustively and the performance of each was

measured. By using decision tree learning over that dataset,

a tree was produced which could, given a loop from the

overall dataset omitted from the training dataset, identify

the empirically determined optimal unroll factor in 85.2%
of cases tested. This approach was also used by unroll: code

properties obtained by Stephenson and Amarasinghe

(2005): code properties selection by static analysis were

used train nearest-neighbor classifiers and support vector

machines for selection of unroll factors, with accuracies

of 62% and 79%, respectively.

Cavazos et al. (2007) use machine learning to selecting

compiler flags based upon measurement of hardware per-

formance counters. Their approach involves first testing a

around 500 randomly selected combinations of compiler flags

and recording execution time along with the values stored in

various hardware counters. Logistic regression is then used

to assign to each compiler optimization a probability indi-

cating whether it should be evaluated given the performance

counter data, which are used to guide future autotuning ses-

sions. Optimization flags selected by this method improved

the performance of the SPEC benchmarks by 17%.

Decision trees and artificial neural networks have also

been used to predict optimal MPI runtime parameters based

on static code analysis (Pellegrini et al., 2009), while kernel

canonical correlation analysis has been used to predict code

transformations to improve performance and energy effi-

ciency (Ganapathi et al., 2009).

This work expands on the above by combining the use of

runtime performance counter data with metadata about the

execution environment and input dataset to generate classi-

fiers for prediction of optimal values for multiple optimiza-

tion types.

3. TAU and TAUdb

In this work, we apply the TAU Performance System

(Shende), a performance measurement, instrumentation,

analysis and visualization framework, to the problem of

autotuning by integrating TAU with existing code transfor-

mation and optimization frameworks.

TAU has several important features which are useful in

empirical autotuning. For example, TAU can gather execu-

tion time data and also access hardware performance coun-

ters in CPUs through PAPI (Browne et al., 2000) and in

GPUs through CUPTI (Malony et al., 2010). Thus, an auto-

tuning system that depends on multiple performance

metrics to reach optimization decisions, or is interested in

evaluating multiple objective functions, can use TAU to

measured multiple parameters simultaneously.

Along with performance metrics, TAU automatically

captures metadata describing the execution environment,

to allow an autotuning system to understand the measure-

ments in context: data on the CPU type, number of cores,

cache sizes, system memory size, operating system, and

compiler used are collected, along with other information.

Application-specific metadata can also be captured. One

example of this is TAU’s support for parameterized profil-

ing, in which performance data is captured separately

according to the input parameters to a function, allowing for

variation in performance resulting from differences in input

to be seen. By capturing both types of metadata, we can ana-

lyze not only both the effect of the execution environment

and the effect of the input data on performance, we can also

examine the interaction between execution environment and

input data, as we might expect in the interaction between the

size of an input and the size of the available data cache.

TAU also includes the TAUdb performance database,

based on the earlier PerfDMF database (Huck et al.,

2005). It is a performance measurement database designed

to store performance profiles of sequential and parallel

applications over the course of multiple experiments. It

provides for multiple clients to submit performance data

to a central repository, for analysis in aggregate. It also fea-

tures robust support for the storage of metadata. It can

import performance data from TAU as well as from many

other tools, and provides Java and C APIs for querying and

data storage with which autotuning tools can retrieve per-

formance measurements from TAU and store annotated

measurements into the database.

Data stored in TAUdb can be easily used in the Para-

Prof visualization system (Bell et al., 2003) and the PerfEx-

plorer data mining framework (Huck and Malony, 2005).

PerfExplorer provides an interface through which data

stored in TAUdb can be subjected to various analyses, such
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as clustering and principal component analysis. PerfEx-

plorer is integrated with the Weka library (Hall et al.,

2009) to allow access to a large package of data mining and

machine learning algorithms, which can be scripted in

Python via a Jython interface.

4. Integrating TAU

4.1. Active Harmony and CHiLL

To achieve the goals set out in the introduction, we inte-

grated TAU, TAUdb and PerfExplorer with two autotuning

systems. The first utilized ROSE, CHiLL and Active Har-

mony as described in Tiwari et al. (2011). The basic work-

flow of this system is shown in Figure 1. The procedure

carried out is as follows:

1. TAU, with PDT (Lindlan et al., 2000), is used to carry

out source-based instrumentation of the target applica-

tion at the function level, which is then run to gather

baseline performance information, including wall-

clock time and any user-specified metrics. These per-

formance measurements and associated metadata are

saved into the TAUdb database.

2. A PerfExplorer script is run to carry out triage, evalu-

ating performance data from the initial run to identify

potential targets for autotuning.

3. Source-level instrumentation with TAU is repeated,

this time instrumenting potential targets at the loop

level. In addition, parameterized profiling is used, so

that performance data is recorded separately according

to input parameters.

4. Target loops are extracted into their own functions for

ease of analysis and transformation using the ROSE

outliner (Liao et al., 2010). The ROSE outliner is based

on the ROSE compiler system (Quinlan, 2000), a com-

piler framework designed for source-to-source trans-

formation. ROSE parses C, Cþþ and FORTRAN

code into a common abstract syntax tree representation

which can be traversed, analyzed and modified. The

outliner allows the user to specify a section of code

to be extracted into a separate function either using

compiler pragmas or by ‘‘abstract handles’’ which

allow position-independent references to nodes in the

AST. During outlining, side-effect and liveness analy-

ses are performed to determine whether it is possible to

pass variables by value rather than by reference. By

avoiding repeated pointer dereferences inside the out-

lined function wherever possible, the performance

characteristics of the original code are maintained.

5. Active Harmony (Tiwari and Hollingsworth, 2011)

and CHiLL (Chen et al., 2008) are used to carry out

autotuning of the extracted kernel.

Active Harmony is a search engine capable of rapidly

exploring the parameter search space by testing multiple

hypotheses in parallel, using the Parallel Rank Ordering

algorithm to evaluate potential parameters (Tiwari, 2011).

The user can specify parameters, ranges for the parameters,

and constraints restricting the values parameters can take

on. Active Harmony runs using a client–server architecture,

in which a centralized Harmony server communicates with,

and provides parameters to, multiple clients running on dif-

ferent, identically configured nodes of a cluster. Additional

servers can be configured as code servers, which perform

compilation of code variants and distribute compiled object

files to the execution nodes.

CHiLL is a code variant generator which allows the user

to specify a series of high-level loop transformations to be

applied together. The version of CHiLL used in this inte-

grated system uses ROSE internally to parse code and

applies transformations by making modifications to the

ROSE AST. It uses a polyhedral model of loop transforma-

tions. CHiLL recipes can be parameterized, and autotuning

can be performed by searching the space of parameters to

available recipes. CHiLL recipes also allow for specializa-

tion by indicating known loop bounds. This can enable

optimizations which otherwise would not be available. A

version of CHiLL known as CUDA-CHiLL (Rudy et al.,

2011) can generate CUDA code for execution on GPUs

from standard C code.

Active Harmony proposes CHiLL-recipe parameters

which are used to generate a code variant, which is

Outlined
Function

Selective Instrumentation
File (specifying

parameters to capture)

Instrumented
Variant

tau_instrumentor

Parameterized
Performance Profile

execute

parameters
from TauDB

CHiLL
Recipes

Active Harmony

code variant

TAUdb

CHiLL

Figure 1. Workflow of the integrated TAU–CHiLL–Active
Harmony system.
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instrumented using TAU. The application is run using the

generated variant, with the gathered performance data being

saved into TAUdb. The database entries are annotated with

the name of the CHiLL script used and its parameters.

In Section 4, we show how the TAU-integrated Active

Harmony-CHiLL workflow is used in automatic

specialization.

4.2. Orio

We also integrated TAU with the Orio performance tuning

framework orio. Orio differs from CHiLL in that it inte-

grates its own search engine, rather than relying on an

external search engine such as Active Harmony, and oper-

ates not on original source files written in general-purpose

languages such as C or Fortran, but rather on domain-

specific languages, such as a restricted subset of C which

disallows pointer arithmetic.

Orio is highly extensible, allowing for new input and

output languages to be defined. It also provides support for

user-specified skeleton functions used to test the perfor-

mance of generated variants; as such, a skeleton function

using TAU timers can be used in place of the defaults pack-

aged with Orio. Orio was also modified to save parameter-

ized performance data into TAUdb, as with the Active

Harmony–CHiLL workflow described above. The Orio

workflow is depicted in Figure 2. Since TAUdb provides

a common representation for parameterized performance

data, autotuning experiments from both the Active

Harmony–CHiLL and the Orio-based workflows can be

processed using the same tools.

As an example of the Orio workflow, Orio was used to

autotune a matrix multiplication kernel, generating CUDA

code for execution on a GPU. Over the course of the autotun-

ing process, 2,048 different code variants were generated

and evaluated, with annotated performance data for each

Orio Code Generator

Experiment

TAU Metadata Entries

Transformations

Execution Time
Writes

measurement library
CUPTI callback

TAUdb

Writes

Uploaded

Links at Runtime

TAU Profiles

Figure 2. Workflow of the integrated TAU and Orio system.
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Figure 3. PerfExplorer-generated component analysis of parameters used in the generation of optimized CUDA matrix multiply
kernels by Orio.
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being saved into TAUdb. Once in TAUdb, PerfExplorer was

used to do component analysis to reveal the effects of differ-

ent tuned parameters on the overall execution time of the

generated kernels; see Figure 3. That analysis shows that

threads per block, number of blocks, and number of warps

per streaming multiprocessor are more highly correlated

with minimum achievable runtime, while other factors were

less correlated with runtime. Individual parameters can be

investigated in more depth, as in Figure 4.

5. Automatic specialization

Once metadata-annotated performance measurements are

loaded into TAUdb, we can process the data with machine

learning algorithms to generate classifiers for purposes of

selecting high-performance code variants. We use decision

tree learning (Quinlan, 1993) to generate such a classifier,

using metadata about system and input data to make a

selection. Decision tree learning is used in preference to

other types of classifiers because they are simple and

straightforward to evaluate and can be examined by the

user, who can see the relationships between features in the

tree. In contrast, other classifier types, notably neural net-

works, are difficult for a human to interpret in any mean-

ingful way.

The workflow is shown in Figure 5. A decision tree is

generated from data in TAUdb using Weka’s J48 algorithm

invoked from a PerfExplorer script; an example is shown

in Figure 6. Once a decision tree has been generated, it is

read by a ROSE-based tool which constructs the AST of

a wrapper function and unparses it to C or Cþþ code. The

wrapper function is then inserted into the original source

code in place of the call to the outlined function. The wrap-

per function represents the tree as a series of if-then-else

statements (for binary decision trees) or switch statements

(for n-ary decision trees where n > 2). Code to evaluate

each decision node is provided for each of the default types

of metadata generated by the framework. If application-

specific metadata is used as a feature in constructing the

decision tree, the user must provide a function for runtime

evaluation.

Figure 4. Kernel execution time and GPU occupancy as a function of the number of threads across generated optimized CUDA matrix
multiply kernels by Orio.

and metadata

WEKA

decision tree
induction
algorithm

ROSE-based 
Code 

Generation 
Tool

Code Variants
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Figure 5. Wrapper-generation workflow for automatic speciali-
zation and runtime-adaptive code.
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This decision-tree-based wrapper function can be used

for automatic specialization. In specialization, function

variants are generated which take advantage of known

properties of their inputs. Since TAU can capture input

parameters to functions along with performance measure-

ments, we can automatically identify the most frequently

encountered parameters and generate specialized variants

during autotuning. Input parameters can then be used as

features during decision tree learning, so that the wrapper

function will select a function variant based on input para-

meters. Specialization was used by Shin et al., (2010) to

generate variants of a matrix multiply routine optimized for

particular matrix sizes, which generated a wrapper function

to select a variant based upon a custom-designed algorithm

which evaluates matrix dimensions in an order designed to

minimize the number of comparisons needed. Decision tree

learning achieves this objective automatically, since J48 is

biased towards small trees, places highly informative nodes

near the root, and trims the tree, replacing interior nodes

with leaf nodes, when the resulting information loss is

small.

To evaluate the ability of the decision tree learning

methodology to assist in specialization based on input,

we used the Active Harmony–CHiLL-based workflow to

generate specialized variants of a naı̈ve dense matrix multi-

ply kernel. The matrix multiply kernel was called with a

test set of randomly generated matrices of different dimen-

sions containing both ‘‘small’’ (fits entirely in cache) and

‘‘large’’ (does not fit entirely in cache) matrices, with some

small matrix sizes being more common than others, provid-

ing an opportunity for improving performance by specializ-

ing for common matrix sizes. Parameterized transformation

scripts allowed for varying levels of loop unrolling and

loop tiling, and for permutation and splitting of loops. Two

autotuning rounds were run: in the first, specialization and

wrapper-function generation was disabled; one autotuned

kernel was output and was used for all matrices in the test

set. In the second, specialization was used, using matrix

dimensions as parameters for runtime selection of a variant.

By taking advantage of opportunities, overall performance

was increased, as shown in Table 1. Learning a classifier

for selecting optimal unrolling factors and tile sizes

allowed these to be predicted without an architectural

expert manually producing a model directly incorporating

architectural features, which is an alternate approach

(Murthy et al., 2010).

Another use for machine learning in autotuning is in the

selection of a good starting point in the search space; in this

case, we learn a decision tree the leaves of which represent

not code variants themselves but the parameters which

Table 1. Performance improvements in a matrix multiply kernel
from autotuning and specialization.

Original Autotuned Specialized

Speedup 1.000 1.341 1.712
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Figure 6. A decision tree for selecting an optimized variant of a matrix multiply kernel specialized for the most frequently encountered
dimensions.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the search process for a matrix multiply
kernel on an NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU when the default starting
configuration is used (red) and when a starting configuration
based on runs in different execution environments is used (green).
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generate the code variant. When we run another round of

autotuning in a new execution environment or on a new

dataset, we first measure the performance of the unopti-

mized code to gather baseline parameterized performance

information. The baseline profile is used as input to the

classifier, yielding a set of parameters which are given to

the search engine as the starting point.

To test this, we used the matrix multiply kernel described

above, but used CUDA–CHiLL to generate CUDA kernels.

The test set contained only large matrices, as the cost of

copying small matrices to device memory would eliminate

any performance increase from faster computation. Auto-

tuning was performed using the same test set on different

GPUs: NVIDIA C2050, C2070, S1070 and GTX 480 GPUs

were used. For each card, autotuning was performed for the

other three to generate a dataset used to build a decision

tree which was used to predict a starting point for the card

under consideration. The configuration with the best per-

formance varied with the targeted GPU. Figure 7 shows the

evolution of the search process on the GTX 480 for the

default configuration and for the predicted configuration

based upon trials on the other three GPU models. The pre-

dicted initial configuration had better performance than the

default configuration, regardless of whether prior informa-

tion was used, the search on each individual GPU eventu-

ally converged to the same best configuration for that

GPU model . However, the use of prior information could

increase search time when the tested architecture is suffi-

ciently different from those the classifiers were trained

on. In the above example, all cards were NVIDIA GPUs

of varying specifications. If this classifier is used to predict

initial search configurations for an unrelated architecture,

the performance of the chosen initial configuration can be

worse than that of the default configuration. Figure 8 shows

that search performance is degraded when the GPU-trained

classifier is used in autotuning the same code on an Intel

MIC card. Hence, some degree of architectural similarity

is required to benefit from initial configuration prediction.

Another use of the ability to select a variant at runtime

arises because the conversion to CUDA code is, like unrol-

ling or tiling, a step in a transformation recipe. By provid-

ing transformation recipes with and without the cudaize

step, the generated wrapper function is able to select

whether or not to use the GPU. This allows the wrapper

function to invoke a CPU-based variant for datasets small

enough that the increased performance of the GPU does not

overcome the additional latency required to transfer data

between the host and GPU, and to invoke a GPU-based

function otherwise.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how the TAU suite of tools,

including the TAU instrumentor, TAUdb and PerfExplorer

can be integrated with autotuning tools such as Active

Harmony, CHiLL and Orio to automate collection of per-

formance data annotated with metadata identifying proper-

ties of the execution environment and the input data. We

then showed how annotated performance data can be used

to learn classifiers which can be used for runtime selection

of specialized function variants and for reducing the num-

ber of evaluations necessary for autotuning.
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